**Timber**

by **SAFE-WAY GARAGE DOORS**

*Make a Statement*

---

**Hardware**

**Hinges**

- *Steel Strap Hinge*
- Steel Heritage Hinge
- Hammered Iron Hinge

**Handles**

- *Steel Handle*
- Hammered Iron Handle
- Carriage Handle
- Carriage Knocker Kit

**Decorative Hardware**

- Iron Stud with Screw
- Hammered Iron Stud

---

**Construction**

- Meeting Rail
- Insulating Polystyrene Core
- Smooth Hardboard Panel
- Bottom Rail
- Poplar Overlay Material
- Ruf-Sawn Hardboard Panel

---

- Enhance the value and curb appeal of your home with Timber wood garage doors by Safe-Way Door.
- Eighteen designs available with five window options.
- Timber is a paint grade wood product. The overlay is Poplar and the windows are plastic.
- Timber is insulated and provides an R-Value of 6.

1-1/4 Thickness

---

* 4 steel strap hinges and 2 steel handles provided on single doors. 8 steel strap hinges and 4 steel handles provided on double doors. Additional items are optional.
Timber Door & Window Selections

Sizes: 8', 9' & 10'

T1 Series
- T1AS
- T1AW1
- T1AW2
- T1AW3
- T1AW4
- T1AW5
- T1BS*
- T1CS*

Sizes: 12' & 14'

T2 Series
- T2AS
- T2AW1
- T2AW2
- T2AW3
- T2AW4
- T2AW5
- T2BS
- T2CW1
- T2CW2
- T2CW3
- T2CW4
- T2CW5

T3 Series
- T3AS
- T3AW1
- T3AW2
- T3AW3
- T3AW4
- T3AW5
- T3BS*
- T3CW1
- T3CW2
- T3CW3
- T3CW4
- T3CW5

T4 Series
- T4AS
- T4AW1
- T4AW2
- T4AW3
- T4AW4
- T4AW5
- T4BS*
- T4CW1
- T4CW2
- T4CW3
- T4CW4

T5 Series
- T5AS
- T5AW1
- T5AW2
- T5AW3
- T5AW4
- T5AW5
- T5BS
- T5BW1
- T5BW2
- T5BW3
- T5BW4
- T5BW5
- T5CS
- T5CW1
- T5CW2
- T5CW3
- T5CW4
- T5CW5
- T5DS
- T5ES
- T5FS

Window Options
- W1
- W2
- W3
- W4
- W5

*No Window Options Available

Hardware shown may not be included; please see your local dealer for details. Timber windows are plastic, not wood.

Distributed by:

As Safe-Way Door constantly strives to improve our product, all specifications listed in this informative brochure are subject to change without notice or obligation. Printed color may vary from actual color, please check with your local dealer for color swatches.
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